
About this solution

• This is a review management system for hotel.

• By centrally managing a large number of reviews about hotels, it 
contributes to improving hotel’s public relations and service quality.

• Reduce the burden on branch hotels with a mechanism that efficiently 
selects the necessary reviews at the headquarters.



Problem to be solved

• In this pandemic, Hotels are forced into a tough fight. Achieving better 
public relations and improving service quality can be their powerful 
weapons. 

• Hotel reviews are important for their realization for the following reasons.

But there are a large number of review sites and reviews …
Therefore, hotels need a solution to manage reviews efficiently.

✓For customer

Reviews are important real information for customers, and many customers refer to 
reviews and replies when choosing a hotel.

✓For Hotel

Reviews include many hotel’s strong points and customer requests.
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Benefit

• Apps allow headquarters to view reviews from multiple sources on one 
screen. Reply and requests to the hotel can also be executed from the same 
screen.

• AI Center pre-classifies reviews to focus on. It is possible to respond 
efficiently by following the pre-classification.

• Achieve high-quality answers with a mechanism that double-checks replies 
to reviews by ActionCenter.

• Objective analysis is possible by referring to the sentiment analysis by AI for 
reviews and replies.



Impact

• This solution can be applied to most hotel groups as it is a common task for 
all hotel groups.

• If you develop AI skills that support multiple languages, it will be possible to 
apply without being limited to the language area.

• Since reviews on hotels can be converted into data, it will lead to further 
promotion of DX in the future such as analysis by BI tools.



Ingenuity

• Use Queue for collecte and reply to build a mechanism that is easy to scale.

• Achieve permission control by separating the person who uses Apps and 
the person who uses Action Center

• Easy to add / delete target review sites by managing by using Data Service 
and Queue trigger. 

• Collect at night considering the frequency of review updates.

• In order not to slow down the review collection speed, build a flow to retrain 
the review classification on a separate axis from the review collection

• Adopted RDBMS for store reviews in consideration of simultaneous use by 
Headquarters.
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TO-BE Workflow – Review Manager for hotels - 

1 About Review collector 
Orchestrator Robot Data Service AI Center Database Review site 
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Schedule another process to retrain Review Classification. 

Orchestrator Robot Data Service AI Center Database Review site 
      

 

Reviews will be classfyed to the following classes. 

Class Explanation 
Impression Reviews with low priority, with the main content being customer impressions and few points 

to refer to on the hotel side. 
Strong 
point 

Reviews that should be referred to at each branch as it includes the hotel's Strong points. 
Reviews of this class will automatically contact the branch using the Form task. 

Request Reviews that include customer complaints and requests and have a high priority that the 
hotel should take some action. 
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2 About Review Manager 
When the entire hotel group needs support 
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When dealing with branches. 
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Legend Description 

 
This is a component on Orchestrator. For example, schedules, queues, tasks, etc. 

 
This is an entity on Data Service. 

 
This represents Attended and Unattended UiPath processes. 

 
This is an MLSkill on AI Fabric. 

 
This represents the screens of Apps and external sites. 

 

This represents table on RDBMS. 
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